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Molokai Irrigation System
. parts per million, approximately equivalent to milligrams
per 1iter
SUMMARY OF THE MOLOKAI
WATER SYSTEMS PLAN
Molokai has abundant surface and groundwater on its east end. Most
developnent is in the central and west parts of the island. Despite this
logistic impediment, there are opportunities to minimize the cost of new water
supply by making maximum use of facilities already constructed and in opera -
tion.
The island has ten major water-systems run by seven oReratin
Their combined sUQR y capaclty is 15 MGD, more than double_p esen require-
ments and gr..ea er -th~prQj ec ted needs in1990 :- Most systems are in close
proximity and some are a reaay-lnterconnected. But their lack of operational
integration prevents taking full advantage of__f aci l i t i es already in place. It
i ~poss;ble to integrate these systems for their mutual-oenefit an~-no simply
to explol t those wnicn cu~ntly nave surplus capacity. This report presents
a plan to accomplish this.
,
To enable development of the plan. all major systems were evaluated.
Information on them is presented in three sections: (i) an Inventory of
existing facilities and current use; (ii) projections of future watet use; and
(iii) analyses of options to meet future water supply requirements. While the
emphasis is on integration to minimize investment in new facilities and reduce
the number of duplicate operating staffs. two other criteria are equally
important: the ability of the Molokai Irrigation System ("MIS") to serve
future agricultural needs must not be adversely affected; the capacity of the
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands ("DHHL") system to supply its homesteaders
must not be im aired. - -- --
- - --
INVENTORY OF EXISTING WATER SYSTEMS
County
o Kaunakakai
o Ualapue
o Kalae
o Hal awa
Private Systems
o Kalua Ko; (domestic)
a Molokai Ranch (domestic and
irrigation)
o Del Monte-Kualapuu
(domestic)
o Kawela Plantation
(dOOlestic)
State
o Molokai Irrigation
System (irrigation)
o Department of
Hawaiian Home Lands
(domestic)
The water systems listed above are illustrated with capsule summaries on
the fold-out map. Capacities and proximity of facilities are the principle
opportunities of the Molokai Water Systems Plan. In addition to these physi-
cal features, l~gal constraints on the State systems need to be considered:
---
Molokai Irrigation System
o The system w~uilt for agriculture and its irrigation must have
precedence over aornesbc use. Fur her, a $4.5 million Bureau of
Reclamation oan spec,r,es agricultural use exclusively. It is
possible to renegotiate the loan agreement to 4nclude domestic use
at a pro-rated interest adjustment.
o Chapter 175, Section 4 of the Hawaii Revised Statutes reserves up to
two thirds of WaikQlu_Valley su ly for the De artment of Hawaiian
Home an s. Possible exe;ci se of t_is ri hi l,mits long-term com-
m, men 0 - supply to others even thougL,a sub.s.tant, a sur pl us
exis s.
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands
a
v{ $ 'ZI~T~ ,
Supp1y to DHHL homesteaders must have precedence over servi ce to
other systems or individuals.
o A 1978 amendment to the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act requires the
wat-er system to remain in the " ••• exclusive control of the depart-
ment," While DHHL could benefit from the expert ise of an integra ed
oper at i ng entity and also derive income from its installed facili-
ties, any contractural arrangement must comp-ly with the 1978
amendment. -- -----
---FORECAST WATER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS
Future domestic water requirements have been projected using census
data, historic trends of water use, land development gUidelines in the October
1981 "Hol ok ai Conmun t ty Plan ll , and specific plans of Kalua Koi, Molokai
Ranch, and DHHL. Projected water demand of the MIS is based on an evaluation
of the growth potenti al of agriculture.* Resulting forecasts through year
2000 are summarized in the table on the next page.
Compari son of forecast supply requi rements with i nsta11 ed fac il iti es
identify surplus capacities in the MIS and DHHL and the County's Ualapue
systems. It also depicts areas where new or expanded supply will be needed:
a Kaunakakai. The County-owned source can supply less than half of
the current demand; use of the other source, the MIS, is without
formal agreement. Forecast growth will require the County to
acquire 1.3 MGD additional supply by 1990, 2.3 MGD by 2000. If
acquisition of this supply is done without the perspective of
island-wide integration, there are four options to consider:
* This study was conducted prior to the announcement that Del Montels Molokai
pineapple operation would be terminated. The plantation 1s use of the MIS
has averaged 1.1 MGD over the 1ast five years. about one thi rd of the MIS,·
total sales. 1: 1os-s-w11-1 vel1tua ry-oe replaced or even exceeded by water
use of new agriculture on the Kualapuu lands. No specific projections based
on Del Mantels closing are included in the study, however.
<' - ------~-------
iii
Molokai Island Water Use and Supply, 1982 to 2000
.-------------------- -------- ------- - - - _ -_.
County Department of Water Supply .e..J
1. Kaunakakai
2. Ualapue
3. Kalae
4. Halawa
2.67
0.50
0.065
0.007
1.62
0.31
0.040
0.004
Projection for 2000
1. 64
0.34
0.044
0.005
0.99
0.21
0.027
0.003
Proj ect i on for 1990
0.34 1
0.48
0.031 2
0.014
0.67
0.15
0.020
0.0023
Supply and Usc in 1982
Average
Water Use
MGD5 s t e mW ate r
See Industrial-Lower Manawainui below
No projections made
Pr i vate Systems .""-t.
1. Kalua Kai
2. Molokai Ranch '
a. Kalae-Kipu
b. Manawa i nu1
c. Mauna Loa (domestic' only)
d. Irrigation
3. Kawela Plantation f1. ~
4. Oel Monte ~
0.85
~:~~~ }
0.075
No data available
Misee 11 aneDUS
Construction Use
0.08
0.23'
0.32
1. 23
0.055
0.122
0.10
0.08
2.03
0.091
0.202
0.16
0.13
1.85
0.095
0.211
0.20
0.08
3.05
0.157
0.348
0.33
0.13
Industrial-Lower Manawa;nui none at present 0.20 0.33 0.40' 0.66
Department of Hawaiian HOOle LandsG~
1. Kalamaula
2. Hoolehua
3. Kalae
0.075
0.145
0.02 } 1.15 0.2300.2200.026 0.390.300.03 } 1.19
Molokai Irrigation System 2.8 7.6 5.0 5.5 10. 11.
lOWS-owned supply in the Kaunakakai System is the Conant-Kawela Well. The balance of reqUired supp~y ;s obtained from
the Molokai Irrigation System withovt a formal agreement and at no cost.
2Kalae system capacity is given as the flowrate of the two Meyer Estate Tunnels. Water demand in excess of this can be
pumped from the DHHl tank in Kauluwai.
3The capacity of the Kalua Koi System is currently limited by allowable transmission through the MIS. A 1975 agreement.
with the Molokai Irrigation System allows up to 2 MGD transmission for an annual rental of $45,000.
4Flow from the mountain sources varies from 80.000 to 550,000 gallons per day but records of it are not kept. Its 0.3 MGD
estimated capacity based on augmenting flow from 10 million gallons storage. One quarter of this goes to Del Monte,
the balance to Molokai Ranch.
50el Monte's primary supply comes from the Molokai Ranch System and the sustainable amount given here is one quarter of
the Ranch system's capacity. When that anount is insufficient. it is supplemented with water from its irrigation
system. - ----
1. Formalize use of the MIS, adding appropriate treatment,
sharing 4nterest on the Bureau of Reclamation loan, and parti-
cipating in MIS source expansion when needed.
2. Connect to the DHHL system above Kalamaula, purchasing water
at a pr i ce wh i ch covers its prod ucti on cost and provides a
f i nanciali ncent i ve for DHHL, and shar i ng the cost of DHHL
source expansion when needed.
3. Install new wells inland of Kaunakakai and outfit the existing
Kakalahale well as a brackish blend with the new wells.
4. Install an 8.6 mile-long pipeline to Ualapue to connect to the
County system there.
The pipeline to Ualapue is the most expensive of these alterna-
tives. The other three options are economically competitive (refer
to the cost curves on the next page).
o Industrial Development in Lower Manawainui. The "Molokai Conmun i ty
Plan" designates lower Manawainui as' a site for industrial develop-
ment; the first step toward this was construction of the new Molokai
Electric power plant. The DHHL system in Kalamaula is the most
appropriate water supply. The Molokai Ranch transmission pipeline
is also nearby, but its supply potential is limited.
o Kalua Koi and Mauna Loa on West Molokai. Supply to the Kalua Koi
Resort is limited to 2.0 MGD by terms of a transmission agreement
with the MIS. Projected requirements of the Resort will exceed this
limit by 1990.
As Kalua Koi Resort develops, so will the Manua Loa corrmunity.
Forecast water use exceeds possible supply by the Molokai Ranch
system unless the Ranch's irrigation use is curtailed. Further,
turbidity of the Ranch's water often exceeds State drinking water
standards and there are no plans to install appropriate treatment.
In vi ew of the 1ack of water resources in West Mol okaI , supply
options for Kalua Ko; Resort and Mauna Loa will necessarily include
a long transmission link:
1. Expand the transmission limit through the MIS from 2.0 to 4.0
MGD and share the cost of pipeline improvements within the MIS
when needed.
2. Purchase water directly from the MIS, making Kalua Koils well
a part of MIS sources and participating in other facilities
additions when needed.
3. Install a new transmission pipeline across Hoolehua from well
sources east of Kualapuu to the Mahana pumping station.
v
3.00
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TREND OF CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS
2.50
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Basis of the Cost Comparison
a Capital investments would be financed by 13 percent bonds.
o Operating costs are limited to pump and filter operation; no other manpower
or administrative effort is included.
o Pumps would be driven by electric motors; their costs are based on present
Molokai Electric rate schedules.
COST COMPARISON OF SUPPLY
OPTIONS FOR THE OWS - KAUNAKAKAI
SYSTEM
f\
The new transmission pipeline is the most costly alternative,
whereas the options utilizing the MIS have nearly equivalent
costs. High operating costs of all three options are unavoid-
able because of two pumping lifts, a 1.000-foot lift at the
Kalua Koi well and a~ BOO-foot lift at the Mahana pump station.
RECOMMENDED MOLOKAI WATER SYSTEMS PLAN
~u ply op-tions whi c:.!!-are_limjted_to specific systems OL,.areas cannot
derive the advantages of an even broader integration. ProRerly done, such
int~gration could enabl~sy~tem1-with surR lYs caRacity to de~ive income from
it_without making commitments as ..1Q t~ amount that would be sold . .$yste1!!s
with imrnedi ate or near- term sUJ:m ly_needs_coul d purchase from sources with
lowes1-production costs and dela~ investments in new sources. ,And all systems
could benefit by eliminating du~licate oRerating staffs.
- -- --- - --
A 'pl an to achieve this broad based integration .s houl d involve the
following actions:
1. Domestic Use of the MIS. The MIS should renegotiate its Bureau of
Reclamation Loan to allow sale of water for domestic use. Agricul-
tural use would continue to have first priority and sales for
domestic use would be limited to surplus water. A domestic price
covering all costs and providing a financial incentive for the MIS
would still be attractive to customers such as the DWS-Kaunakakai
system.
2. DWS-DHHl Pipeline Interconnection. DWS should install a 12-inch
pipeline between its 1.0 MG Kaunakakai tank and the DHHL transmis-
sion pipeline above Kalamaula. Estimated cost is $810,000. Firm
supply available to DWS would be comprised of its own Kawela well
and the portion of DHHL well capacity in excess of DHHL's needs.
DWS should be obligated to share the cost of DHHL source additions
when needed. The first of these would be to replace the pump in
DHHLts older well.
3. Priority Use of Sources Avail able to the DW$-Kaunakakai System.
Sources would be utilized in order of least cost and a~ailability:
(i) water pumped from the Kawela shaft; (ii) water purchased from
the MIS; (iii) OHHL system water purchased and/or exchanged for
operating expertise and manpower. Installation of treatment facil-
ities for MIS water is not warranted. On occasions when MIS
turbidity is too high, DHHL water can be used instead.
DWS-DHHl Operat; n9 Contract. QH.S shauld enter into an operat; ng
contract with DHHL which com lies wi t h the exclus ive control rovi-
sion 0 e awa 11 an Homes Corrmi ss i on Act. Thi s woul d enable
miiJ(lmum use a ne ow cos eyer un and Waihanau_s~urce_to -be ----
achieved. DHHL presently has a number of non-homesteader customers
who buy water at the subsidized homesteader rate. Their purchase
price should be immediately adjusted upward.
v;;
Do 11 er s Per
Thousand
Gallons
COMPARABLE CAPITA L AND OPERATING COSTS
' , -' i T '- r-r ' 1" 1 T ' ,......
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
---
r--_..r---- _
--____ I
( Purchase-f~~""
the MIS
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
Dollars Per
Thousand
Ga 11ens
1. 50
1.00
0.50
Year
COMPARABLE OPERATING COSTS
1.00
0.50
82 84 88 90
Year
92 94 96 98
Basis of the Cost Comparison
o Capital investments would be financed by 13 percent bonds.
o Operating costs are limited to pump and filter operation; no other manpower
or administrative effort is included.
o Pumps would be driven by electric motors; their costs are based on present
Molokai Electric rate schedules.
COST COMPARISON OF SUPPLY
OPTIONS FOR WEST MOLOKAI
5. Installation of Treatment Facilities in Mauna Loa. Molokai Ranch
should install appropriate treatment facilities in Mauna Loa and
construct a pipeline connection to the Kalua Koi system. These
improvements will make a unified West Molokai system possible.
6. DWS Assumption of Unified West Molokai System. DWS should operate
the combined Kalua Koi - Mauna Loa system. Its supply sources, in
order of least cost and availability, would be: (i) water purchased
from Molokai Ranch; (ii) MIS surplus water purchased at Mahana and
pumped to the west end; (iii) Kalua Koi well water conveyed through
MIS pipelines under a DWS-MIS rental agreement. Operating costs to
supply customers in Mauna Loa and Kalua Koi will exceed DWS' County-
wide sale price. A surcharge paid by Kalua Koi Corporation Dr
resort customers would be appropriate.
7. Obligation of Kalua Koi Resort to make Future Capital Expenditures.
Kalua Koi Corporation should be obligated to install new wells and
share the cost of new MIS pipelines in Hoolehua when needed. This
would ensure adequate supply to its Resort and Mauna Loa without
adversely affecting distribution to MIS irrigation customers in
Hoo~ehua. .
Imp 1ementi ng these recommendati ons woul d enable separate systems to
evolve into two operating entites, the MIS and DWS. It is ironic but unaoid-
able that aOY_CJllllP- e e lnnsh.ips a~ r-e .u ; ed-.t achieve SlmD' ici s,
~f ; c i ency ~ and mutual benefit. .~ s. L..' ~ l.~ ",I
FUTURE WATER SUPPLY COSTS
Future Molokai water costs~ even utlizing system integration, will be
high. Molokai Electric has the highest rates in the State and substantial
well and booster pumping lifts are unavoidable. There are ways to reduce this
cost, however. One way is to use direct diesel drives on pumps. As an
example, for a pump lifting 1000 feet and operating 8 to 12 hours a day,
diesel drive would be half the cost of an electric motor.
Another way to reduce operating cost is to recover energy using in-line
hydro-electric generators. Recent development of automatic control valves to
maintain synchronous speed has substantially reduced the initial cost of
generating units. Recovered hydro-electric energy could be sold to Molokai
Electric, but a far greater return would be achieved if it is used on-site or
in near proximity.
There are several sites where hydro-electric generators could recover
energy which is now wasted by pressure breakers. None have on-site power uses
which would justify immediate installation of generating un t t s , but the
potential of each site should be considerd for the future:
o There is a lOO-foot drop from the MIS transmission pipeline to the
l.O-million gallon Kaunakakai tank. (Figure 39, page 99 in the
report illustrates its hydropower potential.)
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x
a There is a drop of 750 feet from DHHL system wells to the tank above
Kalamaula (Figure 40 , page 101). If DWS-Kaunakakai is connected to
the DHHL system, the amount of water from which to recover energy
will be increased several fold.
o There is a 400-foot drop from Kalua Koi reservoirs on top of Mauna
Loa to a pressure breaker along the Resort's access road and another
450-foot drop from the pressure breaker to Kalua Kai's filters and
Z.O-million gallon tank (Figure 41, page 102).
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MOLOKAI WATER SYSTEMS PLAN
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STATE SYSTEMS
Koloh1 lrra;ation S~. Walkolu stre•• wetl, and tunnel sources, aug-
_ntea by t 1.4 bl on gal10Cl Kualapuu reservoir . can supply 7.6 _nllon
gallons per day . Currently, 3700 agricultrufll acres are irrigated by this
syst~. Usage aBOunts to 35 to 40 percent of source capacity.
r-Dei M' t lient of Hawattan HOIIle lands (shown dashed above). Its sources are
Wa hanau surface water and two l000-foot wells. Ca.blned capacity Is 1.1 to
1.7-Iri-llion gallons per day (depend1ng on how capacity is defined); current
use is only 25 to 30 percent of this. It has two _ajor distribution areas,
Kal.aula and Hoolehua . and also supplies the Juntor and senior high schools
and Molokai Airport.
.-•
PRIVATE SYSTEMS
ow
Kalu,," Kat. Kalva K01 pumps w@ll water into the Malakat Irrigation S~te. and
takes it out at Mahana. Water is then p~d to Maun, loa and 1t flows fro-
there by gravity to the resort. It is 18 ettes between well source and the
resort .
Molokal Ranch (shown dashed above) . Seueces are stre.. diversions in upper
Kawe'a . Water flows ent1reTy by gravity across central Holoka! to Mauna loa.
MuillUll supply is 550,000 gallons per day tn the rainy season . Storage
reservoirs aU9'lent low sUlll1ler flows to .a1nUin a supply of abOut 300.000
gallons per day in the sUiller.
Kawela Plantation. Tt.e systE!ll was bul1t for dOftStic use ..ttMn its 2OO-10t
agricultural subdivision. Supply comes fro- three, ~all·capacitywells . A
separate, brackish water syste. can supply 1rrigation use .
Del Honte - Kua1aNXu. Its source is pri.arny Moloki Ranch water but it is
au~ted by tilt olokai Irrigation SystE!ll when needed . Water is chlor inated
and then filtered prior to distr1butlon wUhfn Del Monte's Kualapuu
c~tty.
ow
_...
-
COUNTY SYSTEMS
Kaunakakai. TI'Ie County' 5 largest systl!ll now SllPP)tes an average of 670,000
gallons per day. About 45 percent of this c~es fra- the County-owned Kawela
well . The balance 1s obtained fral th@ State's Molokat Irr1gat1on Syste..
Ualapue . This 9.7 .il~lD1lg SY'itM suppliM an average of 150,000 gallons per
day. l ts single source, the CountY-OWnN Ualapue well, can provide three
tllteS this .aunt.
Kalae . Water sales of t"15 S,rite- nerag!! 20,000 gallons per day. About 90
percent of its supply ceees (ren two Meyer tunnels. The balance ts purchased
froc- tt'll! Depart.ent of Haiti., HOlt lands' lCauluwal tank .
Halawa. This Syoitl!lll cces tsts of • stre. diversion and llt-tnch galvanized
trans-tsslon pipeline . Water flOW\ dtr-eetly to valley custa-ers _1tnout
storage or t reetaent .
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INTRODUCTION
Ten water systems on Molokai were considered in this planning study.
Four of t ese are owne an 0 e ted by the County Department of Water Supply,
four are private, and two are owned and operated by State agencies. It is the
intent of this study to create an u -to-date inventor of these systems, to
proj ect future requi rements of eacFi, an to 1dentify the best 501 uti ons to
meet future requiranents. Solutions which can best minimize costs and
optimize resources are, in some cases, in con 1· t with resent government
re ulations and financial cOl111litmen s~ These conflicts are i en 1fled
herei n, el r res tHXl Wl r e ui re coo erat i ve efforts of a nunber of
government ~gencie5 and private entl ies.
This study has been undertaken for the Maui County De artment of Water
Su ply. Kalua Koi Corporation and Molokai Ranch, as owner-operators of large
water systems, also provided funds for the study. It is the intention of
these campani es and the Department of Water Supply to explore efri ci end es
poss i bl e throu h economies of scale and eliminatioo of du licate facilit;e
an op'e a 1n st s. There are subs anti al source, transmissi on, and
1S rlbution capacities which cannot be fully utilized if the various systems
remain under separate control.
The main body of the report is organized into three sections. The first
is an inventory of the facilities, operation. and trends of water use of each
system. The second projects the future water demands based on expectations of
the systems' operators, objectives set forth in the 1981 Molokai Community
Plan, and developnent plans of government and large landowners. The third
section fonnulates and evaluates future water supply options. The studys
concl usi ons , refl ecti ng the responses of government agenci es and pri vate
entities to future water supply options as well as the analyses of Belt,
Collins & Associates, are presented in -the Sumnery section in the front of
this report.
-3-
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INVENTORY OF EXISTING
WATER SYSTEMS
WATER SYSTEMS INVENTORIED
Systems inventoried for this study and considered in future water supply
options are:
County Systems Private Systems State Systems
l. Kaunakakai l. Molokai Ranch l. Molokai Irrigation System
2. Ualapue 2. Del Monte 2. Department of Hawaiian
3. Kalae 3. Kalua Koi Corporation Home Lands
4. Hal awa 4. Kawela Plantation
Areas supplied by these systems are shown on Figure 1. The St at.as
Molokai Irrigation System was built and is operated for agricultural use. The
Molokai Ranch system serves agricultural and domestic purposes. All of the
other systems are primarily for domestic use.
MAUl COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS :
The Department of Water Supply ("DWS") owns and operates four phys ically
distinct systems, each of which originated as a private system which the
County assumed sometime in the 194015 or 1950's. DWS has five employees on
Molokai and an administrative office in Kaunakakai. Water is sold at $0.79
per thousand gallons for domestic and agricultural use plus a nominal monthly
meter charge.
Kaunakakai
Sources. The Kaunakakai System was originally built by Molokai Ranch but was
substantially improved by DWS when it assumed it in 1946. Early sources
included dug well 30, a pipeline from the Molokai Ranch mountain system, and
Makaeleele Dam at elevation 2365 feet above Kalae. All were of limited yield
and are no longer in use. Present sources are the Conant-Kawela well
{0457-01} and a tap from the State1s Molokai Irrigation System ("MIS").
The Conant-Kawela well was constructed in 1920-21. It's a Maui-type well
with a 4' x 4' vertical shaft about 38 feet deep and two horizontal skimming
tunnels of 229 feet total length. The water level is typically 1.8 to 2.2
feet above mean sea level but has been as low as 1.4 feet during extended dry
periods. A recent level recording by S.P. Bowles shows a maximum tidal-
induced groundwater fluctuation of 0.1 feet. The well ;s now outfitted with
two line shaft turbine pumps. one rated at 300 gallons per minute ("GPM")
(installed in 1951) and the other at 350 GPM (installed in 1963). S.P.
Bowles' recording shows that a drawdown in the shaft of 0.25+ feet occurs
during pumping. Pumpage has averaged 0.3 million gallons per day (IIMGD II ) over
the last 10 years. The salinity has fluctuated seasonally and with pumpage
but has always been well within the bounds of potable quality.
Maximum sustainable yield of potable quality water is probably not more
than 0.40 to 0.45 MGO. A 27-day pump test in December 1946 to January 1947 at
1.2 MGD resulted in the chloride level rising from about 30 mg!l to over 300
mgll. This test rate was above the sustainable yield. Impending use of
nearby wells by the Kawela Plantation project {detailed subsequently in this
inventory section} means that County pumpage from its Kawela well should be
kept at about its present level.
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Service Areas of Molokai Water Systems
Connectt oo to the State's MIS transmission pipeline was made in ' July
1971. After several modifications, the tap is now an 6-inch pipeline connec-
t ed to a di st.r tbut t on box on the transmission pipeline at elevation 950 feet.
Flow rate control, screening, and chlorination occur along this pipeline at
el evati on 435 feet before the water is del i vered to a storage tank above
Kaunakakai. Connecti on to the State systen was origi nally made so it caul d
serve as a standby source. However, its water use has grown over the decade
of the 1970's to an average of over 0.3 MGD currently. OWS receives the water
without charge and without a formal usage agreement.
Storage and Di stri but; on. Figures 2 and 3 5 how the current storage and
d;stribut;oo network. It serves a 5.1-mile long segment of the coast from
Kaunakakai to Kawel a Gulch. Primary storage is in the 1.0 t1i tank at eleva-
tion 250 feet above Kaunakakai. By a float switch, its water level controls
i nfl ow of MIS water. Pumpage from Kawel a Shaft at the other end of the system
is controlled by the level in the 0.1 MG ltank in Kanoa. At elevation 260 feet,
this tank is higher than the one in Kaunakakai , Unless DWS personnel manually
control the two sources, the el evat i ani difference of the storage tanks and
hydraulic friction losses throughout th~ system 'det ermi ne the relative inputs
of water from the two sources. Recent pipel tre additions in Kaunakakai have
reduced f rf ctf onal resistance there and have, resulted in more usage of MIS
water than previously.
Figure 4 sunmarizes water service through the 1970's. Water sales
increased at 7 percent per year, a result of increases in service connections
(at just over 4 percent per year) and water use per service connection (at 2.5
percent per year). Kawela well pumpage has been relatively constant; virtu-
ally all of the increasing water use has been met by the MIS source.
Water Quality. As shown by State Department of Health ( II D(Jill ) analyses
slIlIl1arized on Table 1, the chemical quality of Kaunakakai system water is
excellent. During rainy periods, MIS water, a surface source, has high
turbidity. On these occasions, DWS can reduce its impact by closing valves,
limiting the area supplied by MIS water to upper Kaunakakai town. Table 2
summarizes turbidity measurements by DWS over the last three years. Quality
standards have been exceeded on four occasions since January 1979. Without
i so1at i on of MI S water duri n9 rat ny peri ods, the f reque ncy of exceedence wo u1d
have been higher.
Constraints. Continual use of MIS water for domestic consunption would
require appropriate coagulation and filtration treatment to remove turbidity.
More important than the question of quality is whether or not the County can
continue using MIS water at all. The systen was built with State funds and a
Federal Bureau of Reclamation loan; both funding sources stipulated agricul-
tural use for the system. To formalize DWS use, agregnents between DWS and
the State and between the State and the Bureau of Recl amati on waul d be
required. It would have to be demonstrated that DWS use would nat preempt MIS
irrigation supply to Hoolehua. Also, the interest rate on a portion of the
Bureau of Recl anatt on loan \',(Iul d be adjusted upward.
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DWS Kaunakakai System From Kaunakakai to Kamiloloa
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DWS Kaunakakai System From Kamiloloa to Kawela
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Figure 4. Kaunakakai System Water
Use in the 1970's
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TABLE 1. Department of Health Chemical Analyses of the Kaunakakai System (DOH System
No. 234)
Maximum
Allowable Date of Sample
Contaminant
Constituent Units Levels* 12/11/78 7/24/79 9/3/80 8/17/81
Arsenic mg/l .05 .02 .02 .02 .02
Bar i um mg/1 1 .8 .8 .8 .8
Cadmium mg/l .01 .005 .005 .005 .005
Chromium mg/l .05 .01 .01 .01 .01
Lead . mg/l .05 .01 " .Q2 .02 .02
Mercury mg/1 .002 .0005 .0005 .0005 .0005
Nitrate (as N) mg/l 10 . .23 .39 .49 .43
Selenium mg/l .01 .01 .01 .01 .01
Silver mg/l .05 .03 .03 .03 .03
Flouride mg/l 1.4 .2 .2 .2 .2
Chloride mg/l 250** 15 12 12 14
Sodium mg/l none -- 9.9 8.5 9
Total Dissolved Solids mg/l 500** 75 83 86 85
* Maximum contaminant levels are established by Federal National Interim Primary
Drinking Water Standards and State Department of Health Regulations (Chapter 49).
** Secondary standards.
Source: Department of Health Drinking Water Program
-11-
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TABLE 2. Summary of Molokaf Water Systems Turbidity Measurements Submitted to the Department of Health, 1979 to 1982 (in Turbidity UnIts)
Date Del Monte Hawaiian Homes Molohi Ranch Ol/S • Kaunak.ak.ai Ka luakoi
Times Times TImes Tlmes Tlmes
Monthly Two Days Exceeds Monthly Two Days Exceeds Monthly Two Days Exceeds Monthly Two Days E)(ceeds Monthly Two Days E)(ceedS jYear Month Averace Over 5tn Stds? Averaoe Over 5th Stds? Averaoe. Over 5th Stds1 Averaqe Over 5th Stds? AveraQe Over 5th Stds?
1979 Jan .8 a 3.3 7 Yes .9 0 2.6 2 Yes .5 a Ii
Feb .7 0 7.9 23 Yes .9 0 .9 0 .5 a
Mar .6 0 3.9 5 Yes .9 0 .9 0 .5 0
P.pr .6 a 3.3 5 Yes .9 0 .7 0 .5 a
May .4 a 3.1 0 Yes .94 a .4 a .5 0
Jun .26 0 1.4 0 Yes .94 0 .5 0 .5 0
Jul . 32 a .7 0 .9 0 .5 0 .5 0
Aug .3 0 .5 0 .9 0 .5 0 .5 0
Sep .28 0 .5 0 .96 a .3 0 .5 0
Oct .4 0 .5 0 .97 a .4 0 .5 0
Nov .6 0 .6 0 .98 0 1 0 .5 a
Oec .7 0 3.3 5 Yes .95 0 .9 0 .5 a
19BO Jan I 0 13.2 30 Yes .96 0 .12 0 Yes .5 0
Feb .5 0 5.7 5 Yes .96 0 .6 0 .5 0
May .64 0 10.7 30 Yes 1.2 0 Yes 1.5 0 Yes .5 a
Apr .56 0 9.3 14 Yes 1.2 0 Yes .8 0 .5 0
May .5 0 1.4 0 Yes .9 0 .6 . 0 .5 a
Jun .53 0 .65 0 1.2 0 Yes .5 0 .5 0
I Jul .5 0 .6 0 1 0 .5 0 .5 0Aug .4 a .6 0 1.1 0 Yes I .5 0 . 5 0
Sep .4 a .3 0 1.3 0 ~ Yes I .3 0 .5 0 IOct .6 0 .3 0 1.7 0 Yes - . .5 0 .5 0 I
Noy .4 0 .35 0 2 0 Yes .4 0 .5 0 II
Dec .5 0 .35 0 2.5 0 Yes .5 0 .5 0
1981 Jan .4 0 .29 0 2.6 0 Yes .4 0 .5 0
Feb .6 0 .27 0 2.8 0 Yes .5 0 .5 0
Mar 1 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 0 0 0
Apr 1 0 0 0 1 0 .7 0 0 0 1
May 1 0 0 0 1 0 \ .9 0 1 0 I
Jun 1 0 3 0 N/A N/A .4 0 1 0 iJul 0 0 1 0 3 0 Yes 0 0 1 0
Aug 1 0 0 0 - J
..
0 Yes 1 0 N/A IN/ASep 0 a 0 0 3 0 Yes 0 0 0 0
Oct 1 0 0 0 3 0 Yes 0 0 1 0
Hov 1 0 0 0 2 0 Yes 1 0 1 0
Dec 1 0 0 0 3 2 Yes 1 0 1 0
1982 Jan 1 0 0 0 3 0 Yes 2 0 Yes 1 a
feb 1 0 0 0 4 0 Yes 1 0 0 0
Source: Department of He~lth Drinking Water Program
Ualapue
Sources. Original sources of this system included Kahananui Stream and
Spring. Ahaino Spring, Waialua Stream, and dug well 42. Pipeline projects in
the 1938 to 1953 period linked previously separate community water systems and
enabled the Ualapue Maui-type well (0449-01) to become the sole source of
supply. Its vertical shaft is 41 feet deep and ;s fed by 180 feet of skimming
tunnels. Pumpage in recent years has averaged 150,000 to 175.000 GPO, far
less than the capacity of either of its 500 GPM line shaft turbine pumps.
Water level in the vertical shaft is typically in the 3.0 to 3.5 feet
above sea level range. There has been very little salinity fluctuation
seasonally or due to pumpage. A 1970 pump test by the State Division of Water
and land Development at 0.43 MGD produced only 0.1 ft. of drawdown and no
salinity change. This pumping rate is equivalent to more than twice current
water usage. It is also less than the '1elll s maximum sustainable yield of
potab1e water. i
I ; '
Storage "and Distribution. Figure 5 illustrates the 9l2~mile long pipeline
system which extends from Kamala to Moanui Stream. Most of this distance is
served by a Ie-inch distribution main along Kamehameha V Highway. The 1.0 MG
concrete storage tank at elevation 250 feet above the well in Ua1apue is
substanti ally higher than two older and much smaller (50.000 and 47.000
gallons) tanks of the system. In effect, the level of the higher tank locks
out the two lower ones. reducing them to a standby basis.
Water use for the system through the decade of the 1970's is presented on
Figure 6. Present water sales are in the 140,000 to 150.000 GPO range, the
result of a 6 to 7 percent per year growth rate in the last ten years. Use
rate per service connection has increased at 4.5 percent per year and the
number of service connections -at 1.9 percent per year.
Water Quality. The excellent chemical quality of the system's water is
demonstrated by annual DOH analyses presented on Table 3. Because supply is
from a well. turbidity measurements are not required. There have been occa-
sional positive coliform counts. This has occurred four times in the quarter-
ly analyses by DOH over the last two years.
Constraints. The small pipelines beyond the 12-inch pipeline in Kamalo result
; n , ow pressures to customers at the west "end of the system. Otherw;se,
supply. storage. and distribution are more than adequate for present and
projected use.
Ka1ae
Sources. Primary sources of supply are the Waikalae and Waia1ala tunnels at
elevations 1715 and 1625 feet. respectively. The tunnels yield perched water
and deliver it to the system by gravity. This water is purchased from the
R.W. Meyer Estate, owner of the tunnels, for $0.15 per thousand gallons.
Purchases have averaged 28.000 GPD to the County system in the last several
years.
-13-
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Figure 6. Ualapue System Water
Use in the 1970's
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TABLE 3. Department of Health Chemical Analyses of the Ual apue System (DOH System
No. 233)
Maximum
Allowable Date of Sample
Contaminant
Constituent Units Levels* 12/11/78 8/20/79 9/3/80 8/17/81
Arsenic mg/l .05 .02 .02 .02 .02
Barium mg/l 1 .8 .8 .8 .8
Cadmium mg/l .01 I .005 .005 .005 .005
I
I
.01Chromium mg/l .05 I .01 .01 .01,
I
Lead mg/l .05 I .01 ,' .Q~ .02 .02
Mercury mg/l .002 .0005 .0005 .0005 .0005
Nitrate (as N) mg/l 10 .24 .27 .36 .31
Selenium mg/1 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01
Silver mg/l .05 .03 .03 .03 .03
Flouride mg/l 1.4 .2 .2 .2 .2
Chloride mg/l 250** 63 59 57 60
Sodium mg/l none N/A 45 42 42
Total Dissolved Solids mg/l 500** 218 211 218 213
* Maximum contaminant levels are established by Federal National Interim Primary
Drinking Water Standards and State Department of Health Regulations (Chapter 49).
** Secondary standards.
Source: Department of Health Drinking Water Program.
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The other supply source, used on an as needed basis, is the Department of
Hawaiian HOOle Lands (IIDHHL") systen, Water is purchased at the 1.0 r"G DHHL
tank; n Kaul uwai and pumped vi a an B-inch mai n to DWS tanks in Kal ae. DWS has
two pumps at the DHHL tank. The el ectric dr i ven , 40-horsepower 350 GPM
turbine pump is controlled by a float switch in the upper tank of the Kalae
system. An older, enqi ne-dr iven , manually controlled PIJl1P provides standby
capacity. Purchase cost from DHHl is $0.41 per thousand gallons. Energy cost
of pumping is currently in the range of $0.45 to $0.50 per thousand gallons.
Storage and Distribution. Figure 7 illustrates the current distribution
network. It began as the Meyer Kal ae Ranch system and was assuned by the
County in 1940. Two 47,000-gal10n steel tanks and pipelines were added by the
County in 1949-1953. State funds enab1 ed the connecti on to the DHHL system to
be made in 1970-1971. The developer of a Ka1ae subdivision constructed the
100,Ooo-ga110n steel tank and B-inch distribution lines.
Water sales through the 1970's are shown in Figure B. These increased at
3.5 percent per year, the result of a 2.2 percent increase in the number of
servi~e connections and 1.3 percent in the use 'rate per -service connection.
Water Qualitx. The excellent chemical wate~ quality is shown by annual DOH
ana1ys es on Table 4. The tunnel sources do not requi re turbi dity meas ure-
ments. Only one DOH quarterly colifonn test was positive in the last two
years.
Constrai nts. Because supply from the Meyer tunnel s is 1imited, most increases
in water demand will have to bernet using more expensive water purchased from
DHHL. Most of the older, 2- and 2~-inch galvanized pipelines are tuberculated
and have poor hydraulic characteristics.
Hal awa
Source. Sale source for the Halawa system is a di vers i m in Makaeleele Gulch,
a tributary of Halawa Stream, at elevation 250 feet. There are other, private
diversions on the stream but they are at lower elevations.
Storage and Distribution. The system is without a storage tank. Service is
provided by direct diversion into the syst ems single, l~-inch
transmission/distribution pipeline (see Figure 9). Average water use,
illustrated on Figure 10, is currently about 2000 to 2500 gpd.
Water Quality. The small si ze of the Hal awa system does not qualify it as a
lI publ i c" system according to Federal and State definitions. As such, its
water is not subject to their quality standards. Quality analyses of the
water were not available for this study. It is presuned that the chemical
quality is excellent, turbidity is high in the rainy season, and bacterial
cont emi nati on does occur occas t ona 11 y. -
Constraints. The remote Iocat lm and small size of the system make it
difficult for DWS to administer. It is maintained primarily to supply the
State park in the valley. (Signs in the State park say that the water is not
potable.) Were it not for this service, the system would more appropriately
be owned and operated by valley residen~.~---------
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TABLE 4. Department of Health Chemical Analyses of the Kalae System (DOH System
No. 235)
Maximum
Allowable Date of Sample
Contaminant
Constituent Units Levels* 12/11/78 7/24/79 9/3/80 8/17/81
.
Arsenic mg/l .05 .02 .02 .02 .02
Barium mg/l 1 .8 .8 .8 .8
Cadmium I mg/1 .01 .005 .005 .005 .005I
I
Chromium I mg/l .05 .01 .01 .01 .01
ILead mg/1 .05 .01 .02 .02 .02
Mercury mg/1 .002 .0005 .0005 .0005 .0005
Nitrate (as N) mg/1 10 1.4 2.1 2.97 2.44
Selenium mg/l .01 .01 .01 .01 .01
Silver mg/1 .05 .03 .03 .03 .03
Flouride mg/l 1.4 .2 .2 .2 .2
Chloride mg/l 250** 24 23 23 24
Sodium mg/l none N/A 20 15 18
Total Dissolved Solids mg/l 500** 69 75 74 74
* Maximum contaminant levels are established by Federal National Interim Primary
Drinking Water Standards and State Department of Health Regulations (Chapter 49).
** Secondary standards.
Source: Department of Health Drinking Water Program
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PRIVATE SYSTEMS
Molokai Ranch
The present Molokai Ranch system is comprised of the original Ranch
syst.en which dates fran the turn of the century and the donestic system built
in 1946 by Libby, McNeil & libby to serve its pl ant et i on coomunity in Mauna
Loa. When the pineapple plantation ceased operation, responsibility for
Libby'S domestic system reverted to Molokai Ranch. The Ranch provides water
without charge to its custcxners who are also its lessees. Two Ranch employees
operate the system, one world ng with the mountai n sources and the other on
distribution in Mauna Loa. For other than routine operation and maintenance
tasks, additiC1lal Ranch employees are utilized.
Sources. The Ranch systen has six stream divers ions and one tunnel in the
upper Kawela, Kamoku, and Lualohi basins. There is a non-recording V-notch
weir which can be used to measure total flow transmitted from the upper four
stream .intakes. This flow is read daily but records of it are not kept. There
are no meters or flow measuring devices anywhere else in the I system. A
sunnary of the mountain sources is given in Table 5; the flow rate figures in
the table are estimates only. Figure 11 is a ~chematic of the interconnection
of these sources. Note that there is a connection to the Del Monte system
which is described next in this report. Del Monte has a lease agreement for
rights to one half of the water in the Ranch supply line below the Libby
connection. Nominally, this amounts to a little more than one quarter of the
total Ranch system supply.
The yield of the sources varies seasonally. Estimates of it have been
made for this study based on conversations with Molokai Ranch personnel and
the record of U.S. Geological Survey (IIUSGS") Gage 4150 (begun in September
1946 and terminated September 1971). The USGS gage is on East Kawela gulch
just downstream of the Ranch diversion. Zero flow at the gage, which means
that the Ranch diversion has captured all of the stream's flow, occurred 38
percent of time during the 25-year record. The corollary to this is that 62
percent of the time, the diversion pipeline was full and water flowed past its
intake to the USGS gage. Thi s suggests that the system's maximum yi el d occurs
a little over 60 percent of the time.
Minimum flow from all sources is probably about 110,000 GPO. This is
based on the minimum flow at the weir observed by Ranch personnel of about
80,000 GPO and estimated flow from Lualohi tunnel below the weir of 30,(X)Q
GPO. Supply in the 120,000 to 135,000 GPO range occurs in the late summer-
early fall of most years. The various storage reservoirs, a total of 10 MJD
in Lualohi and another 8 MJD in Puu Nana-Mauna loa, can augnent low source
flow. If carefully managed, dry season yield is estimated to be 0.3 MGO.
Storage and Distribution. Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the 2O-mile long Ranch
system from mountain diversioo to distributioo in Mauna Loa. (The Ranch's
i rri gati on and stock water pi pe 1i nes in Mauna Loa have not been shown on
either of these drawings.) The original transmission line to Mauna loa was a
2~;nch pipeline constructed in 1912. The system has been added to incremen-
tall y a rumber of times si nce , The 1ast major additi ()1S were the 6- and
a-inch pipeline from Poholua tank to Puu Nana in 1959, the 5-MG, asphalt
fiber-lined open reservoir in Puu Nana in 1960, and the 5-MG, asphalt fiber-
-23-
TABLE 5. Summary of Molokai Ranch System Sources
Flowrate Approximations
Elevation Drainage Minimum Maximum
at Intake Area Flow Divertable
Source (Feet) (Square Miles) (MGO) Flow (MGD)
Sources above Libby Connection
East Kawela Gulch 3625 and 0.52 0.05 0.50
(2 intakes) 3775
West Kawela Gulch 3675 0.086 0.00 0.10
Kamoku Gulch 3675 0.13 0.015 0.15
Ohialele Gulch 3775 0.11. 0.015 0.15
Sources below Libb~ Connection
Lualohi Tunnel 2550 (IOOO-ft. 0.03 0.05
tunnel)
Lualohi Gulch 2300 0.23 0.00 0.10
Kalihi Gulch 2320 0.10 0.00 0.07
Total Supply 0.11 0.7 to 0.8*
* Maximum supply of sources above the Libby connection ts limited by transmission
pipeline capacity to approximately 0.55 MGD. This is added to the 0.2 MGD maximum
from the sources below to arrive at the 0.7 to 0.8 MGD estimated total.
-24-
East Kawela
Gulch Intake
Weir Diversion Box
(~ to 1 MG Poholua Tank
~ to Libby Open Reservoir)
Notes:
To Mauna loa
DOO1e st i c Use
To Puu Nana
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3. The 1 MG Poholua tank was bui1t
in 1931; the 4 MG Libby tank in
1946; and the 5 MG open reservoir
in the late 1960's.
4. The original source was Lualohi
Tunnel drilled in 1900. Diver-
sion at Ohialele Gulch was added
in 1917 and extension to East
Kawela in 1923. The East Kawela
pipe and stream diversion was
, replaced in 1935.
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or only partially buried.
2. Pipelines above the Del Monte
connection are transite. The
Ranch is replacing the 6-inch
pipe above the 5 t.,;] open res er-
voir with 8-inch PVC.
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figure 11
Schematic of the Molokai Ranch System's Mountain Sources
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lined open reservoir in Lualohi in the late 1960's. The Ranch system flows
ent i re 1y by gravity from moun t ain sou r ces to all users. ather th an gate
valves t control of flow at the downstream end of the system has never been
installed. Due to the age of pipes and very high pressures ;n the transmis-
sion pipeline, flow control is done manually from the upper end of the system.
Domestic users of the system are summarized by service area below. In addi-
tion to this use, agriculture and livestock water used by the Ranch is taken
from the Puu Nana reservo i r ina pi pel i ne system whi ch is separate from
domestic distribution in Mauna Loa. As use rates are not metered, they can
only be estimated. By service area, average domestic use is estimated to be
75,000 GPO in Mauna loa, 15,000 GPO in Kipu, and 10,000 GPO in lower
Manawainui.
Summary of Domestl;c Users of the Molokai Ranch System
Mauna Loa
- 206 residences
6 small commercial
establishments
Mauna Loa Elementary School
Recreation Center
Park and Athletic Field
Church
Ranch offices, haybailing,
and maintenance yard
Kip!
- 2 residences
Lower Maunawainui
- 6 residences
- 2 commercial services (Pacific Concrete
&Rock Company and Friendly Isle
Construction)
Water Quality. There is no treatment of Ranch system water except for chlori-
nation. Pittchlor is added manually in the weir box in Lualohi and also in
the 3 MG concrete tank above Mauna Loa. A gas chlorinator has been recently
installed in Mauna Loa which will replace manual chlorination there. As a
surface water system without coagulation-filtration, turbidity above State
DOH standards occurs during rainy periods (refer back to Table 2). Bacterial
standards have been exceeded on virtually every quarterly check by DOH. This
is probably due to the condition of distribution pipelines in Mauna loa.
However, as the DOH analyses on Table 6 show, chemical quality of the Ranch's
mountain water is excellent.
Constra i nts, As a system with no pumpi ng or treatment, the Ranch system
yields very inexpensive water. However, continuing domestic service is
proving to be a three-fold liability. First, State and Federal drinking water
standards cannot be met without installing treatment facilities. At present,
the Ranch does not have plans to do this. Second, distribution pipes in Mauna
Loa are badly turbercu1ated and require almost daily remedial work. Extensive
replacement is warranted. Third, domestic use reduces the amount of water
available for agricultural use. In the late summer-early fal', domestic use
consumes virtually all available water. An interconnection with the Kalua Koi
system augments the supply required for both domestic and agricultural use
_dur i ng low flow periods.
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TABLE 6. Department of Health Chemical Analyses of the Molokai Ranch System (DOH System
No. 231)
Maximum
Allowable Date of Sample
Contaminant
Canstituent Units Levels* 12/11/78 7/24/79 7/22/80 9/28/81
Arsenic mgll .05 .02 .02 .02 .07
Bari urn mgll 1 .8 .8 .8 .8
Cadmium mgll .01 .005 .005 .005 .005
Chromium mgll .05 .01 .01 .01 •01
Lead mg/l .05 .01 " .02 .01 .02
Mercury mgt' .002 .0005 .0005 .0005 .0005
Nitrate (as N) mgll 10 .05 .15 .13 .20
Selenium mg/1 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01
Silver mgll .05 .03 .03 .03 .03
Flouride mgll 1.4 .2 .22 .2 .2
Chloride mgll 250** 26 18 11 14
Sodium mgll none N/A 8.2 6.8 9
Total Dissolved Solids mgll 500** 79 80 60 81
* Maximum contaminant levels are established by Federal National Interim Primary
Drinking Water Standards and State Department of Health Regulations (Chapter 49).
** Se~ondary standards.
Source: Department of Health Drinking Water Program
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Del Monte
Del Monte operates a domestic system For its offices. maintenance yard,
and res i dent ; a1 comncrri ty ; n Ku a1apuu. Water serv i ce ; s pray; ded without
charge. It assigns two of its plumbers to work two or three hours a day to
operate and maintain the system.
Sources. The system's primary source ;s mountain (surface) water obtained
fram the Molokai Ranch system through a lease agreement. It enables Del Monte
to receive one quarter of the Ranch1s mountain supply via a 3-inch steel and
galvanized iron pipeline from Luolohi to Del Mantels 1.0 MG tank in Kauluwai.
By the configuration of pipelines and tanks of the Ranch's system (shown
schematically on Figure 11), Del Monte actually receives somewhat more than
one quarter. For one half to two thirds of the year. Del Mantels share
probably could amount to 135.000 to 150,000 GPO. In late summer and early
fall, this source may drop to as low as 35,000 to 40,000 GPO. These are
estimates as no measurements of the supply amount are made.
1 ••
The second source of the system, utilized on an as needed basis, is the
State's MIS water. Del Monte has a 12-inch irrigation connection on the
Statels transmission pipeline east of Kualapuu. Its primary purpose is irri-
gation of pineapple fields there. However, a pump and pipeline can deliver a
portion of this water to Del Mantels domestic tanks and treatment facilities
above Kualapuu when the supply from the Molokai Ranch system is insufficient.
The State meters water supplied to Del Monte at the 12-inch pipeline connec-
tion, but the portion taken for domestic use is not measured.
Storage and Distribution. Del Monte's domestic system has three tanks and a
total storage of 1.3 million gallons. A 1.0 MG steel tank, built in 1941 at
elevation 1450 feet in Kauluwai, receives water from the Molokai Ranch moun-
tain source (see Figure 14). There is a 6-inch pipeline between this tank and
the 50.000 and 250,000 gallon concrete tanks at 980 feet above Kualapuu.
These also receive water pumped from the State MIS. Plans of distribution
pipelines within Kualapuu were not available. It is known that the pipelines
are relatively old steel and galvanized iron. Uses served by the system are:
Del Monte office complex
Equipment storage and maintenance yard
120 employee residences
2 menls barracks (about 15 individuals total)
Water Quality. Raw water is chlorinated by a gas chlorinator before entering
the two lower tanks. Ei ght pressure sand fi 1ters with a total capac; ty of
200 GPM are located on the main distribution pipeline from these tanks. These
clarify water at the varying rate of flow in the distribution line. Chemical
quality of the water is excellent (see Table 7), no incidences of high turbid-
ity have been reported to DOH (refer back to Table 2), and there has been only
one positive coliform count in quarterly analyses performed by DOH over the
last three years.
Constraints. Except for occasional blow-outs of the mountain supply pipeline
and the usual maintenance required for older distribution pipelines, Del
Monte reports no problems with its system. Recent investment in the filters
has brought the water into compliance with State drinking water standards.
Operation of the system does not increase Del Mantels overall manpower
requirements.
-30-
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TABLE 7. Department of Health Chemical Analyses of the Del Monte System (DOH System
No. 229)
._._- _. ._._- ---- .._--- .._-
-- --
Maximum
Allowable Date of Sample
Contaminant
Constituent Units Levels* 12/11/78 7/24/79 7/22/80 9/28/81
Arsenic mg/l .05 .02 .02 .02 .02
Barium mg/l 1 .8 .8 .8 .8
i Cadmium mg/l .01 .005 .005 .005 .005
Chromium mg/l .05 .01 .01 .01 .01
Lead ! mgll .05 .01 ;' .02 .01 .02
~ Mercury mg/l .002 .0005 .0005 .0005 .0005
Nitrate (as N) mgll 10 .05 .35 .30 .36
Selenium mgll .01 .01 .01 .01 .01
Silver mg/l .05 .03 .03 .03 .03
Flouride mg/l 1.4 .2 .2 .2 .2
Chloride mg/l 250** 22 14 22 24
Sodium mg/l none N/A 8.9 9.3 13
Total Dissolved Solids mg/l 500** 73 73 86 128
* Maximum contaminant levels are established by Federal National Interim Primary
Drinking Water Standards and State Department of Health Regulations (Chapter 49).
** Secondary standards.
Source: Department of Health Drinking Water Program
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Kal ua Koi
The Kal ua Koi system began operation in June 1976. On November 1981. it
became Molokai Public Utilities, Inc., a wholly owned s ubs i di ar y of Kalua Koi
Corporation and a public utility subjec t to Public Ut i l it i es Coornission regu-
l at i on. Ten of Kalua Koi's employees are involved in operating the water
system but all have responsibilities for roads, landscaping, and the sewerage
system of the resort as well. On the average, each spends one third of his
time involved in the operatioo of the water system. Pacific Electro-Mechani-
cal. Inc. has a maintenance contract for Kalua Koi pumps and mechanical equip-
ment. About $350 per month of it i s attributable to water system equi pnent .
Water is sold at $1.35 per thousand gallons plus nominal meter and fire
protection charges.
Source. Kalua Ko; owns and pumps water from Well 0901-01, formerly known as
Well 17. It was drilled in 1951 by Del Monte for irrigation use. Del Monte
stopped using the well when less expensive MIS water became available in the
late 1960's. Kalua Koi purchased the well in 1975, replaced its s utmers ib l e
pump with a diesel-driven line shaft turbine purnp , and began pumping in June
1976. Perti nent data of the well and pump are:
Identifying Numbers(s): 0901-01; Well i7
Elevation at top of casing: 982.3 ft.
Depths: 969 ft. of solid casing (to +13 ft.); 32 ft. of screened casing
(to -19 ft.); 68 ft. of open hole (to -87 ft.)
Diameters: 24-inch drill hole; l8-inch casing
Pump: 1750 GPM Layne line shaft turbine
Drive: 600 horsepower diesel with r ight angle drive
A July 11, 1975 rental agreement with the State Department of Land and
Natural Resources ("DLNR"), Divisico of Water and Land Deve l opnent (IIDOWALDII)
enables Kalua Koi to transmit water through the MIS. Kalua Ko; pumps water
into the MIS transmissioo ptpe l i re east of Kualapuu. It takes out the amount
it has pumped in, less 10 percent at Mahana. From Mahana, Kalua Koi pumps the
water through its 10,400 ft. long, 24-inch pipeline to open. butyl-lined
reservoirs of 1 and 3.5 rvt.; at Puu Nana. pLJTIp capacities at Mahana are 2400
and 900 GPM, each driven by an electric motor. The pumps and 24-inch pipeline
had been installed by Dole for pineapple irrigation and were purchased by
Kalua Ko;.
MIS transmission rental is $45,000 annually for the first 10 years and
will be renegotiated for the two 5-year periods following. Maximum daily
withdrawal at Mahana is limited to 2 MG and it requires an input from the well
of 2.22 fi'GO. Actual transmission has averaged 0.54 MGD in the first five
years, although daily amounts have frequently been greater than 1 MGD.
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Storage and Distribution. Kalua Koi has three storage tanks, the open reser-
voirs at 1400 ft. at Puu Nana and a 2 MG concrete (enclosed) tanK at 550 ft .
along the Resort's entrance road (see Fi gur e 15). Transmission from the Puu
Nana reservoirs is via 17,000 ft. of 24-inch and 16-inch pipeline to the
intersection of the Resort's entrance road and Mauna Loa Highway, and from
there via 14,000 ft. of 12-inch pipeline along the entrance road to the 2 MG
tank at elevati on 550 ft. There is a 1O,000-gallon pressure breaker tank
along the entrance road at el e vat i on 990 ft. Also, there are several cross
connections with the Molokai Ranch system. These are above Mauna Loa Highway
and were made by Dole. One is at the Ranch's 5 MG open reservoir at Puu Nana
and another is at a Dole irrigation standpipe near the Mauna Loa golf course.
Others are thought to exi st but were not located duri ng the course of thi s
study. Intermittent use of water by the Ranch is not metered.
The distribution pipeline from the 2 MG concrete tank is a 9400 ft. long,
20-inch pipeline within the Resort's access road R.O.W. There are branching
16-inch pipelines in the roads connected to the main access road. There is
also a .smaller, higher level distribution system. which serves the 34-1ot Moana
Mal<ani agri cultural subdi visi on located along the Resort ! s access road. This
system" taps into the transmission pipeline just before the pressure breaker
tank at elevation 990 ft. It consists of 15,000 ft. of 6-inch pipeline within
the access road right-of-way. '
At present, the Resort's golf course has been the largest water user. It
has averaged about 0.40 to 0.45 MGD but uses as much as 0.75 MGD in late
surmsr and early fall. Water sales to other customers are shown in Figure 16.
The 292-room Sheraton Hotel has averaged 130.000 to 150,000 GPO in its first
five years. Construction of Paniolo Hale and Ke Nani Kai condominiums added
substantially to water sales in 1981.
Water Quality. Water received by Kalua Koi at Mahana is surface water of the
MIS which has high turbidity in rainy periods. Kalua Koi has a two-step
treatment process. Nalcolyte 8102. a coagulating agent, is injected at the
pressure breaker tank. At the 2 MG concrete tank, water from the 12-; nch
transmission line goes through either of the two identical. 20-ft. diameter,
Permutit autonat lc valveless gravity sand filters. Filtered water is (gas)
chlorinated prior to delivery into the 2 MG tank. Filtration alone had proven
unable to reduce rainy season turbidity to less than the 1 TU required by DOH
standards. The Nal co coagul ant was recentl y added and has proven to be
successful. Table 8 surrmarizes annual chemical analyses done by the State
DOH. All constituent concentrations are well below allowable contaminant
levels.
Constraints. Two major pumping lifts and payment of transmission rental make
Kalua Koi water expensive. Current operating costs are estimated to be $1.45
per 1000 gallons . This does not include capital or replacement costs.
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TABLE 8. Department of Health Chemical Analyses of the Kalua Ko; System (DOH
System No. 236)
Maximum
Allowable Date of Sample
Contaminant
Constituent Units Levels* 10/29/79 7/22/80 9/28/81
Arsenic mg/l .05 .02 .02 .02
Barium mg/l 1 .8 .8 .8
Cadmium mg/l .01 .005 .005 .005
Chromium mg/l .05 .01 .01 .01
Lead mg/l .05 ;" .02 .01 .02
Mercury mg/1 .002 .0005 .0005 .0005
Nitrate (as N} mg/l 10 .20 .23 .29
Selenium mg/l .01 .01 .01 .01
Sil ver mg/l .05 .03 .03 .03
Flouride mg/l 1.4 .2 .2 .2
Chloride mg/l 250** 23 19 20
Sodium mg/l none 12 9.3 11
Total Dissolved Solids mg/l 500** 105 83 102
* Maximum contaminant levels are established by Federal National Interim
Primary Drinking Water Standards and State Department of Health Regula-
tions (Chapter 49).
** Secondary standards.
Source: Department of Health Drinking Water Program
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Est imated Cost
Operating Cost Item (Dollars/Thousand Gallons)
Well 0901-01 Pumpage $0.46
Transmission Rental 0.12
Mahana Pumpage 0.70
Mal ntenance contract 0.02
Kalua Koi Manpower
and Miscellaneous 0.15
Corrment
-'------
Based on di esel fuel and
10% overpumpage
Based on current potabl e
and golf course supply
Assumes 610 ft. pumpi ng
head and electric motor-
dri ven pumps on Schedul e
"P" Molokai Electric
Ser vi ce
Based on $350 per month
and the current pumpage
rate
Est imated by Kal ua Kai
Corporati on
Total of Operating Costs $1.45
A larger question for the Resort than the cost of its water is the 2 MGD
transmission limit through the MIS established by contract. Other elements of
Kalua Kai's source-transmissioo-distributiCJl facilities have existing or
potential capacities substanti ally in excess of 2 f(GO. If the Resort ts to
develop as it is planned, 2 MGD will not be a sufficient supply. Projected
water use and supply requi rements are presented in the next secti on of the
report.
Kawela Plantation
Kawela Plantation is a 210-1ot agricultural subdivision project. Lots
are typically two acres in size. The project has three, physically separate
increments, all of which are presently under construction. As a condition of
County approval, sufficient water for agriculture and donestic use must be
provided. The developer is building separate agriculture and domestic
systems, both of which will ranain private. Each is described here to the
extent that i nformat i m is available.
Sources. For the domestic water system, three 6-inch cased wells have been
completed just east of Kawela Gulch. All are located at about 230 feet
elevation and spacing between them is approximately 1500 feet. (OWS' Conant-
Kawela well is in Kawela Gulch, 1600 feet from the nearest 6-inch well.)
Pumpage from the new wells will be by line shaft turbines at 75 GPM: the
design calls for a combined supply of 210,000 GPO, providing up to 1000 GPO
per lot. We 11 water wi 11 be deli vered vi a 3- and 4-; nch tr ansmiss i on pi pe-
lines to a nearby 0.1 M3 reservoir; it will not be pumped directly into the
di st.r l but i m network.
The irrigation supply, also designed to provide up to 210,000 GPO, has
two. sources . . Mo.st punpaqe will be f ron well 0456-04, a vertical shaft and
hor i zont al sklmmlng t urine'l constructed in 1921. (This well is also known as
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Shaft 5, Breadfruit-tree.) It is located on the east side of Kawela Guleh
along the en trance road to Un it I of the proj eet. The 5econd 50 uree i5 a
6-inch well drilled by the developer on the west side of Kawela Gulch. It is
known to yield brackish water but no other information was available for this
study.
Storage and Di stri but ion. The damest ic system has two pressure zones, the
upper one fed from tank5 of 0.15 and 0.20 MG at elevation 535 feet and the
lower one fed from two 0.1 MG tanks at 235.5 feet (see Figure 17). Water from
the supply wells is pumped into the 0.1 MG tank on the east side of the
project. Float switches in the two upper tanks activate booster pumps at the
respective lower tanks to supply the upper pressure zone. All distribution
pipelines are 8-inch; all are in road R.O.W.ls except for pipeline links
between the project1s increments.
The irrigation system design is based on a 10 GPM delivery rate to
individual house1ots and scheduled use which would limit the number of lots
supplied simultaneously. These restrictions will provid~ adequate flow and
pressure for drip irrigation; storage and booster pumping by lot owners would
be required for sprinkler irrigation. The criteria enable transmission lines
of two and thr-ee inches in size and storage tanks of 10,000 gallons in each
increment of the project. Plans of the distribution piping were not available
for the study, but presumably pipes are within road right-of-ways to serve all
lots.
Water Quality. Chemical analyses of the well sources were not available for
the study. The developer is expected to submit quality data to DOH to certify
his well sources in the near future. In general, quality should be similar to
OWS' nearby Conant-Kawela well source. It is known that the cadmium level in
one of the three domestic wells exceeds DOH's maximum allowable level. For
this reason, all well water is transmitted to the same 0.1 MG tank for
batching rather than pumped directly into distribution pipelines. The
cadmium content of aggregate well water is within allowable concentrations
(S.P. Bowles, personal communication).
Constraints. Both water systems have been installed and are now supplying
water for construction and the project nursery. Of some concern is the
proximity of its supply wells to the County's Conant-Kawela well. As noted in
the description of the Kaunakakai system, the regional yield of potable
quality water is limited. Anticipated pumpage by Kawela Plantation limits
DWS' option to increase pumpage at its Conant-Kawela well.
STATE SYSTEMS
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL)
The DHHL water system began operat i on in 1922. A sma 11 dam bui It by
Molokai Ranch at Waihii Spring was the original source of supply and a pipe-
line to the Kalamaula colonies was constructed. The DHHL system ;s now quite
extensive and is in the middle of a five- to seven-year capital improvements
program which will eventually upgrade most of its fad 1ities. Operation,
mai nt enance , and meter reading are done by three employees working full time.
Pumps are maintained through a maintenance contract with Pacific Electro-
Mechanical, Inc. Administrative tasks are handled by the DHHl office staff in
Hoolehua. Water is sold to all customers for $0.41 per thousand gallons.
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